
Q1: Candidate Name: Lewis A Jones

Q2: Campaign Email: rempfer_332@yahoo.com

Q3: Campaign Manager: Respondent skipped this
question

Q4: Consultant: Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Position Sought: Seattle Mayor

Q6: Campaign Phone: 206-465-9573

Q7: Website: Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Campaign Address:

PO Box 30936
Settle, Wash. 98113

Q9: Campaign Amount Raised (as of date?)/Planned: Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: What single issue is the most important motivator for your run for office? What proposals do you have
for dealing with it?

Rewarding immigrants who follow our laws
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Q11: Is Seattle divided politically between renters and
homeowners? What are the issues?

Yes,

Please explain
The homeowners are often trying to pay increasing
property taxes, and raise rents to do so. Affordable
housing therefore diminishes. Homeowners need their
rents on time to meet their expenses, yet some renters
occupy buildings without paying, or partially paying,
the required rent, and then refuse to leave. The
property owner must spend thousands of dollars
getting squatters out, losing the value of paying
renters for months, and being forced to renovate their
units after finally getting trespassers out. Laws need to
reflect the position of the homeowner in such
circumstances. This also serves to increase rent for
paying tenants, as the homeowner is now trying to get
out of the financial hole the squatter put them in.

Q12: Is Seattle divided politically between
neighborhoods and developers?  What are the issues?

Yes,

Please explain
People buy into neighborhoods in order to give their
families a feeling of closeness with neighbors, some of
whom have lived in the same place for sixty years.
Demolishing such houses and moving in multiple
condo units destroys that feeling of familiarity.

Q13: Do you support restoring the role of neighborhood
community councils in the planning and zoning process
vs “one size fits all” upzones? What is that role?

Yes,

Please explain
People can protect the culture and the older landmark
buildings that make a neighborhood great

Q14: Do you support the HALA Grand Bargain? Why? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Seattle is one of the few cities that does not charge
one-time developer impact fee (e.g., 5%) to pay for
infrastructure (schools, parks, streets) so that growth
pays for growth, as provided in the Growth Management
Act. Do you support developer impact fees for Seattle?

Yes

Q16: Most cities in our region use developer impact fees to pay for school construction caused by growth.
What should Seattle do to relieve Seattle’s school capacity crisis (growing 1,000 students per year since 2010;
short 600 classrooms)?

Same

Q17: Do you support increased city funds for the
preservation of older, more affordable rental apartment
buildings?

Yes

Q18: Does building more housing supply create more
affordable housing?  What should the city do to create
more affordable housing?

No,

Please explain
Renovate those older buildings, retrofit, they will
provide lower rent housing

Q19: In the context of HALA, how do you define
affordable housing? Low income housing?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q20: The HALA is virtually silent on livability. How do you define livability and what should Seattle do to
increase it?

What does not interfere with tenant's quiet enjoyment of their homes

Q21: Is parking part of livability? Yes

Q22: Would you sponsor a citywide conversation to
establish a shared definition of livability?

Yes

Q23: Rents have been rising over 7% per year, despite
tens of thousands of new units being built or permitted.
In order to retain working class service-sector renters
would you support a workable plan for rent stabilization
(limiting rent increases), and/or would you lobby for
changing the state law that prohibits it?

Yes

Q24: Seattle lacks 11,600 block-fronts of sidewalks, two-thirds of them north of 85th, dating to when the area
was annexed in 1954. The Move Seattle Levy provides for 230 additional blocks of sidewalks over nine years.

Are sidewalks an element of livability? No

Are sidewalks necessary for ADA accessibility? Yes

Are sidewalks necessary for a 10-minute “walkshed” that
defines an urban village? 

No

Are you willing to make accessible, safe sidewalks for all a
higher priority than in the Move Seattle Levy?

Yes

Q25: The city has been allowing greater building lot
coverage and our tree canopy has shrunk to 28%. Would
you restore a 40% tree canopy goal in the 2035
Comprehensive Plan and make sure the goal is reflected
in the Municipal Code?

Yes

Q26: Do you support open space goals (per thousand
residents) for Urban Villages which were removed from
the 2035 Comprehensive Plan?

Yes

Q27: Would you support prohibiting RPZ passes to
residents living in small efficiency dwelling units (e.g.,
micro-housing) designed for a car-free life (i.e., without
parking and near public transportation)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q28: Would you support requiring some off-street
parking for new development in Urban Villages?

Yes

Q29: The Mayor recently defunded Neighborhood and
District Councils. Would you support re-establishing a
role in city decision-making for these groups?

Yes

Q30: Describe your understanding of the causes of homelessness.

Mental illness help is needed, drug and alcohol help is needed, housing which does not require huge deposits is 
needed.   They can not get up a large enough sum of money to get off the streets.

Q31: Name two steps you would take to address the homeless crisis.

Provide a phone whereby they can be contacted, as well as mail delivery, in order to get jobs.  Vocational training such 
as gardening, with help toward self employment
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Q32: If this is not your first election, what other offices
have you run for? If it is your first campaign, what other
campaigns (candidate or issue) have you participated
in? What did you learn from those campaigns?

Respondent skipped this
question
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